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(Pocket-lint) – Behold the fitness tracker that will not only tell you how many steps you have taken and how high your heart rate is, but also your body fat percentage. Say hello to the TomTom Touch.The Touch was unveiled when Fitbit launched Charge 2 and Withings announced Activité Steel HR. Which
is important, given how touch sits against this competition in both aesthetic, pricing and ability conditions. Because while the TomTom Touch sounds great on paper, it's out of touch in today's busy fitness market. Here's why. 11.5 x 47.7 x 16.7mm; 10g IPX7 water resistance Black, blue, red or purple color
options Small and large bands available TomTom Touch is not the best looking fitness tracker out there. Unlike some companies in its field, TomTom has not embraced the fashion angle. Pocket-lintRather like to offer exciting interchangeable straps, or the ability to place a removable tracker in a necklace
or bracelet to make it reneeling, you're stuck with a plain, pretty-boring rubber band that comes in standard four colors. TomTom opts to fasten the pin-and-hole for the band, which is not the safest option out there. It is also only IPX7 waterproof, so there is no swimming with this device. The optical heart
rate sensor is located on the underside of the touch tracker together with a silver metal disc, which is used in conjunction with the same disc at the top of the tracker to record body composition. The touch tracker itself is safe within the band however, offering a soothing click when clips into place. After
removing it, you'll find a micro-USB charging port. OLED display with a resolution of 128 x 32 pixels Touch screen control Although the touch tracker is approximately 17 mm wide when the monochrome display is only 5.58 mm wide, which means that it is significantly smaller than the tracker itself. Unlike
the Fitbit Charge 2 or Garmin Vivosmart HR+, the display does not wake up when the arm is raised. Instead, you need to tap the silver disc and turn on the screen. Pocket-lintOnce on, swiping from the bottom to the top of the screen will present a variety of metrics - from steps taken to distance traveled -
while a swipe from top to bottom displays recording options for tracking, body composition and heart rate. Touch features are sensitive, but tapping the screen is frustrating, especially when exercising. The screen also displays numbers horizontally and text vertically, with no option to switch everything to
one orientation or another, which means that we often find ourselves stretching our heads to the side. Steps, active minutes, distance, calories burned, sleep, Heart Rate TomTom Touch does everything we'd expect from activity tracking. It tracks steps, distance traveled, calories burned, active minutes
and sleep duration - all of which are now standard in most available fitness facilities. In addition to these foundations, Touch offers continuous heart rate monitoring, basic and ability to measure body fat and muscle percentage. Pocket-lintLike smart scales, Touch uses metal silver discs placed on both
sides of the tracker to send undetectable electrical current through the body from one disc to another, measuring body composition. The measurement shall be recorded after approximately 10 seconds, with the tick being displayed on the touch screen when the measurement has been successfully
recorded. After that, you'll need to open the TomTom Sports app to see the result. Touch also offers a sports tracking feature that triggers stopwatches to track activity, such as a session at the gym. In this mode, Touch will monitor time, distance and heart rate and offers to break down all three in the
Sports app. Three- to four-day recharge of the Micro-USB battery As a basic fitness tracker, the TomTom Touch is at the same level as the competition in terms of accuracy. Its step-tracking, calories burned and active minutes fall in line with the likes of Fitbit Charge 2, while heart-rate monitoring is also in
place. Pocket-lintBody composition accuracy is harder to determine without professional tests done. Touch provides a very easy way to measure composition and track progress over time, which is perhaps a more important point than whether you're made up of 32 percent fat or 34.3 percent. Sleep
tracking and smartphone notifications both seem to be more of an afterthought though. For example, sleep isn't a goal you can set, and it doesn't have a specific location in the Sports app that only offers an average number of hours on the device itself. When a text message arrives, a speech bubble
appears on the screen and the touch-controlled text vibrates , but it doesn't display the message or the sender, as Fitbit Charge 2 does. It's a similar story when it comes to calls, too. Touch is therefore much more basic on this front compared to some other fitness trackers. Pocket-lintIn terms of sports
tracking features, you can't label a specific activity as you can with a Fitbit. The silver disc at the top of the touch is used to start and end a viewing session, as well as to wake the screen, which means it's very easy to end a tracking session by accident. The most annoying. Meanwhile, we were only able to
get between three to four days out of touch before it needed recharging. Not claimed for five days. The Android and iOS compatible TomTom Sports app is where touch faces the biggest challenge. In its current state, it simply does not compete with the likes of Fitbit, Garmin or Withings, all of which have a
more user friendly interface and more incentives to achieve goals. Instead of having easily accessible cards, TomTom Sports has a menu in the upper-left corner that offers access to a variety of options: Activities, Goals, Progress, Life Time Totals, Account, Device, Preferences, and Info. There is no



community section or prompt section, as is the case with fitbit, while the TomTom app or offers no reminder to move one. Pocket-lintYou have many options within the application are self-explanatory, but some of the great features are simply too hidden. For example, the Goals section allows users to
change three goals: sports, activity, and body. Within these objectives, there are several preference options, resulting in much larger variations in target tracking than other devices, but they are not well implemented. Syncing touch in the Sports app isn't always hassle-free. It can be very slow at times,
while on other occasions Touch will not synchronize at all, resulting in us having to connect the device to our computer to sync and restart. The verdict of the TomTom Touch ticks many correct boxes in terms of features and accuracy – but it is out of touch with the rest of the market when it comes to design
and software. Touch ignores the growing need for activity trackers to be versatile in their appearance. The display is too small, which means that the application plays a more significant role, but this application simply is not to accomplish its task. So while the TomTom Touch has some great features, they
are not good enough to overshadow its software woes and therefore competition. Pocket lintIf you are looking for a well designed, accurate fitness tracker with a fantastic application platform, then charge 2 will fully take over. It may not offer a body fat measurement like tomtom, but it's still the platform we
would have chosen. Pocket-lint Garmin Vivosmart HR+ is an ideal device for someone who wants to monitor daily activity as well as record runs or walks in more detail, but doesn't want to go the whole pig and start wearing a running watch all the time. You'll have to pay that Garmin price premium, though.
Pocket-lintOk, so it's not a band, but we rather love withings analog watch access and digital integration, plus heart rate monitor. Writing by Britta O'Boyle. (Pocket-lint) - Last week, TomTom launched its newest in-car GPS navigator, the TomTom Go 2505, for $319.95. The GPS navigator boasts standard
TomTom features with add-ons such as updated graphics and faster routing. Released at the same time was the TomTom Go 2405, with a 4.3-inch touchscreen; The TomTom Go 2505 boasts a premium 5-inch touchscreen. Sometimes consumers feel shock or panic when they open a package to find a
tangle of cables, slots and manuals. TomTom goes out of his way to avoid this post-purchase regret by unboxing organized. From the moment you open the field, you'll see a notification about its lifetime map warranty and manual. The announcement even states don't throw it away! between important map
update instructions and different documents. When you get under the paper and the Lifetime Maps guide, you'll find a car charging plug, a secure windshield holder, and a home charging cable to connect your device to your computer. Under the cables is pièce de résistance: the TomTom Go 2505 itself.
TomTom Go 2505 is where where hardware, with only one button on the side to turn it on and off. With the touch of the side power button, the action-ready 5-inch screen comes to life. The back panel of the device is equipped with an asymmetrical bronze speaker panel. At the bottom of the device, you'll
see a place to connect to a computer with two holes added to connect to the windscreen holder. The windscreen holder itself is a lightweight plastic holder that holds the TomTom together with the suction cup on the side of the windscreen. Once you place go 2505 on the windshield mount, it's there, held in
place magnetically. When you're ready to connect your device to the windscreen, press on the suction cup and lock it in place with click and lock. TomTom claims that the click and lock function allows for one different detachment, and although it easily turns to release the suction cup, we're not sure if we'll
use one hand to detach and risk letting this $300 piece of touchscreen splendor come crashing into the middle console. The new Go devices use glass touch screens with interactivity pinch and swipe, similar to Apple's iPhone. The touch screen is anti-glare, making it still easy to see in strong sunlight or
from multiple directions. The display itself is vivid and vivid with easy-to-read text and vivid icons. Unlike some GPS navigators, TomTom has avoided being too robotic sounding voice and has a speaker loud enough to be heard along with the car radio. A simple touch in the center direction displays the
volume slider, which makes it easy to adjust the volume on the go. Handheld threads When you turn on your TomTom Go 2505, your device instantly loads maps of North America, including the United States, Mexico, and Canada. One thing that sets Go 2505 apart is that it comes as standard with maps
across North America so users can seamlessly drive across the border of one country and into another without having to read the map or recalculate the route. After the maps load, your device will have a series of questions to help you set up. For example, one of the questions is whether you are right-
handed or left-handed and what your home country is. Don't ask your device to set it up online or connect it to your computer. You can literally remove the device from the box and put it in the car. One of the problems with the TomTom Go 2505 was letter sensitivity and an anti-intuitive user interface. When
you try to type the word New York, the letter placed above the N on the keyboard should be pressed and displayed. It took more trying to get it right. Compared to other devices that use touch keyboards of the type on a much smaller screen, this problem was annoying and prevented us from correctly
entering the route. Regardless, the system was surprisingly easy to start using and required little or no prep. You could decide not to get away with all the settings, or they could immediately switch to them all. Pocket-lintIf you decide to move to a certain place, When you first enter the location, street
address, tomTom will ask you to enter the City/Zip Code. Granted, city and state you're in the pops-up first in the list of options, but that seemed counter-intuitive. When you press done, enter the street number and name and select the address from the list below. For example, while writing 34th Street,
34th Street Penn Station popped up in the list, one of the main points of interest in the area. When you select a destination from the list, your TomTom Go 2505 displays the ending location on the map, which you can approve by pressing the select button. The approval screen also allows you to go to car
parks near a point of interest or street address and even call a location if you've synced your TomTom with a compatible phone using bluetooth. The TomTom Go 2505 also asks if you want to deviate from your last known location. Press yes or no to either leave this address or wait for the GPS signal to
determine your current location. When the navigation screen appears, your device displays a magnifying glass button, microphone button, speed, maximum speed, next rotation direction, current time, and estimated time to arrival. On the right, you'll see a panel on the screen showing how close you are to
your location in minutes. One cool feature was the ability to click the central next rotation direction button, and have a voice repeat the next direction. By clicking on the main screen, the TomTom Go 2505 allows for two main functions: change the route or look at the aerial view of the map in detail. Smaller
icons show the route of the plan, services, settings, help, and done. As part of setting the route of the plan, users can set up IQ routes (only available in the U.S. and Canada in this model). The IQ route asks you when you are travelling and determines the fastest route at the time based on transport
models. It doesn't pull out of real-time data, but it does pull out of stored data that says the I-95 system may not be the fastest way to get home Friday afternoon at 5pm. There are also options to get on foot, by bike, or in eco directions that take you to your destination using as little fuel as possible. Pocket-
lintThe main problem with the navigation screen is the lack of any kind of back button. When you're deep in the navigation screen in a section like IQ routes, you can't press back and change something you've selected, or enter a new screen. You have to completely start over, something that is not so
much fun when you go and lose. When the back button existed, we found that pressing a button would sometimes select something else on the screen, the same problem we encountered while trying to type our home state. The navigation itself was fast, smooth and precise. One of the features that makes
your TomTom Go 2505 $300 worth of, which you can find, is to guarantee lifetime map updates. TomTom guarantees that each user receives four map updates and four lifetime traffic updates per year Normally a service that costs an additional fee, TomTom is including four updates per year with email
reminders when it's time to upgrade. Sadly, lifetime traffic updates are only available in the U.S. and Canada on this model. The TomTom Go 2505 comes with 7 million points of interest so users can find restaurants, attractions, hotels, etc., near their GPS location, near their home, in the city or destination,
or just on the road without going too far from the road. This is a great feature if you are trying to find the nearest Starbucks but don't want to waste too much time getting out of interstate. Another standalone feature is Map Share. TomTom's Map Share gives the user the option to download free verified map
updates from other drivers or purchase TomTom maps for a fee. TomTom recognizes that its users can get a little comfortable with their GPS navigators during these long journeys – the device can even become part of the family. That's why TomTom offers downloadable voices from famous celebrities
including Nascar drivers, Homer Simpson, Star Wars crew (including Yoda!), Mr. T, Burt Reynolds, and yes, John Cleese. Verdict Good definitely outweighs the bad when it comes to TomTom Go 2505. Overall, the device is easy to use, clear, audible, and GPS is lightning fast. What makes the device
standout is a 5-inch touchscreen and truly stunning graphics. Navigation options will also appeal to drivers with options such as avoiding motorways, finding points of interest along the way, or perhaps a nearby car park. Although the device can be frustrating when it comes to pressing the wrong button and
not being able to return to the previous screen, overall the TomTom Go 2505 is ideal for the basic function of navigating to and from the location. For multiple users at a high level, we recommend you set preferences, favorite and navigation points of interest before jumping into the car and fight with traffic to
avoid these annoying details. Writing by Lydia Leavitt. Leavitt.
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